From: Gary S. Gevisser
Sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2008 2:10 PM PT
To: FBI
Cc: rest; United States Justice Department; merletucker@aol.com; Mike Tucker - father of Adam Tucker; pete_grande@commandpack.com; wgrande@cox.net; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Mossad; 'garisgolf@aol.com'; 'vickihof@aol.com'; 'godanz@aol.com'; 't.vick@yahoo.com'; Mike Tucker - father of Adam Tucker; Fred D'Ambrosi – News Director KFMB TV - CBS; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; drudge@drudgereport.com; Dr. Laura Family; 'HKennedy@nydailynews.com'; Diana Henriques - journalist New York Times - Big Jury Award in Injury Case Over Keyboards - December 10, 1996; 60m@cbsnews.com; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov
Subject: BLOOD AND GUT - "My guess is within a year you will be in jail..."

Attention: FBI Special Agent Curran Thomerson

I have had more than my “fair share” of experiences dealing with desperate people who act desperately.

I left you a phone message on Tuesday, May 13, 3:59pm PST, duration 1m 31s, letting you know that I would be glad to assist in any way possible your further investigation of the “terrorist plot” not only well documented on www.just3ants.com; moreover, the Israeli Military Intelligence report has been vetted by both Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad, Israel’s intelligence institute.

Furthermore, in your first call with Adam he made it also clear that he had personal knowledge of money laundering by members of his family who when hearing that he was going public with his findings responded with retaliatory threatening phone calls and emails.

On Tuesday, May 06, 2008 2:11 PM a week after you spoke twice with Adam L. Tucker on April 29th, his mother, divorcee Merle Tucker, emailed her son, “My guess is within a year you will be in jail or killed ...” The unedited email is below:

"Adam you are almost 30 years old and what have you done or doing for yourself Adam? You have nothing, no roof over your head, no insurance, no car, can't pay your bills, you have been living off of every one for YEARS borrowing or should I say taking others money, with no integrity or pride. "Lying" [sic] over and over.... blaming others for things 15- 25 years ago for messing your life up, pushing everyone away YOUR WHOLE FAMILY . You have no one who really cares about you now.. What has Gary done for you? other that twist your mind as screwed up as his and now has your life at risk? My guess is within a year you will be in jail or killed because of your actions you are choosing now for your self. I am embarrassed to say you are my son, I never thought I would see you this way, heartless, crewel, cold, hustler, scammer, troublemaker, no honest values. What good are you really doing for you or anyone else Adam? What real changes are you making for anyone or anything? What do have to offer anyone in your life? Yes it takes money to pay the bills and not live in the street or off someone else who has. It takes a commitment, it takes being reliable and keeping agreements. Which at one time meant something to you."

I feel it is necessary in the interests of not only protecting myself and those I care about but in order to give peace a better chance to have you step up the pace of your investigation that is increasingly attracting a larger worldwide audience given the already significant “footprint” I have on the internet,
the result of my painstaking, methodical and patient way I have gone about exposing corruption which is your business to investigate, whenever it crosses my path.

Suffice to say this Tucker-Grande-Hoffman family is rather large, and not in the least bit amusing.

This blend of Italian Roman Catholic and Jewish American mafia - although Adam now tells me that Pete Grande committed adultery, which I understand goes totally against the Roman Catholic religion, shared his genital herpes with his wife, is now a “born again Christian”; which most probably absolves him of all past sins - all it appears, given how “open” was such knowledge of a rather large sum of cash handed in a suitcase to Pete Grande and his Iranian partner Albert Halimi, to have benefitted either directly or indirectly from this fraud on the hard working peoples, who I am doing my utmost to assist; moreover, imploring them to be patient and not resort to violence, despite the outrageous, flagrant arrogance of the offenders who take great pride in either having “stolen legally”; i.e. that the poor are “sumhow” [sic] stupid, not to have figured out a way to “steal legally” i.e. build into their “cost of sales” the “cost of getting caught”; and of course the stupid people are those who thought they would get away with it.

Now this corrupt family are ignoring both their fraud and subsequent attempts to “cover up” by Adam’s mother when explaining her reasons for informing Adam’s ex-wife that Merle Tucker’s sister Wendy and brother-in-law Pete were trying to get him “arrested” for “going public”; instead they are trying to make me responsible for his “little rebellion” against society, starting with his family members.

They are basically deflecting, ignoring. Now they are completely denying that the fraud was a concern of theirs; i.e. that Adam has now “gone crazy”.

Again, I could make this much shorter but not necessarily sweeter, but I do want to be certain that there are no misunderstandings that would have this very evil and corrupt family “act out” anymore than they have already.

So fearful of the future is his mother that she continues in her email communications to include other members of the family, continuing to intimidate Adam and prevent him from not speaking out about all their culpability.

Merle Tucker’s use of the word “they” is very telling, in my humble but seasoned opinion, when referring to her sister and brother-in-law Pete Grande who according to Adam were the primary beneficiaries within the family from the US$2 million in cash monies from a South African that were then laundered through Pete Grande’s packaging corporation.

Below is a “cut and paste” with “sum” [sic] of the spelling errors deleted, of the relevant “back and forth” between Adam and his mother, not to mention Adam has highlighted in the color red Merle Tucker’s responses:

Why did Julia know that Wendy or Pete were trying to prosecute me? Julia and I spoke a few times to share any new changes since you were not communicating with me and FOR THE SIXTH TIME NO ONE WAS TRYING TO PROSECUTE YOU. THEY WANTED TO FIND OUT WHAT THEIR RIGHTS WERE AND THAT WAS ALL!!!!!! I understand her exaggerating things as would be logically expected from someone that is in the midst of divorce. You can deflect responsibility but there was no reason to tell Julia anything about Pete and Wendy. Julia and I had been reading what you were writing about Pete and Wendy, I shared that they were pissed and upset with you. There was never any intention to hurt you only concern about
you and what you were doing. You are an experience person and know enough about human emotion to know what you were doing by contacting her, even if the original conversation was initiated by her. ----

Merle Tucker is hell bent on ingratiating herself with the “mafia-family” by “disowning” him and belittling him, a knee jerk reaction reflecting her own poor conditioning; truth being irrelevant to that 1% who rule the world and too hard to swallow for the rest who prefer “status quo” to change, thinking that nothing will change; the change requires so much self examining it is too painful for now and so far they haven’t had to question, look for information; they are just too old, which is a nice way to put it. “Sum” [sic] would say, “it doesn’t sound like you”.

This is the way Adam was raised, “me, money me” culture where you have to calculate the bet, which no longer works, no longer pays the bills; trading is the way if you have something to trade; all about how you play the game, and Adam is not playing the game with the family, and exposing them on top of it.

So she is playing the only game she knows to the detriment of her own blood and gut; she still thinks her family are going to save her. – Not so sad, my French-Canadian wife and I are writing a book about how to empower the kids to parent the parents who need the most help.

Good day,

Gary S. Gevisser